A variety of manuscripts on the treatment of man's ills was available to healers of the Middle Ages. Knowledge of therapeutics, set down by ancient scholars, was supplementedl by contemporary theories and observations. The lore of healing was expounded not only in conventional medical texts but occasionally in bestiaries(l) and to a much greater extent in herbals. Additional repositories were the lapidaries, the manuscripts about precious and common stones and their virtues. Althouglh little known to modern readers, in the Middle Ages these works were popular and influential, playing perhaps a larger role in medicine than did the herbals(2,3). Specific curative powers were ascribed to a long list of stones.
One of the more curious litlhotlherapeutic items was the toad stone, of which there were said to be several forms, both real and imaginary. 1 The earliest mention I have found is a very brief reference to the batrachites, one of the numerous names for the toad stone, in the Etymologies of Bishop Isidore of Seville, dating from the beginning of the seventh century (5) . There were much earlier lapidaries, but they seem to have had little medical content. Nearly five centuries later another bishop, MIarbode of Rennes, wrote a popular and much copied lapidary (3, 7) . (It must be remembered that almost all the educated men of that time were clerics.) 1Iarbode's work was a compilation of material from earlier authorities. From his manuscript and Isidore's, say Evans Sir Jolhn Mandeville, allegedly the author of a fourteenth century book of Travels, said there were not two but three kinds of toad stone. The best was 3There is of course a huge natural history of frogs and toads, beginning with Aristotle. It is much too lengthy to reviev here, but interested readers will enjoy, among others, the detailed and sometimes lurid accounts to be found in the apocryphal Subtilitatum, incorrectly (16) (17) , and in other early accounts from Pliny to Pennant and beyond (14, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . There are also summaries of European folk beliefs about toads (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) jury was simply rubbed with the stone (45) . Another of the stones, set in a silver ring and preserved in the Monastery of St. Anne in Rome, was popularly believed to cure a fistula if rubbed around the lesion for 12 days(39). Conrad Gesner, the energetic but uncritical Swiss naturalist and encyclopedist, told how he obtained toad stones.
I have lured [toads] more successfully than I have tak-en the stone from living animals by spreading pumice on a cloth of varied colors in which they delight. So, although they would otherwise be struggling, they are instead relaxed. They lay down the burden from their heads; it soon falls from an opening in the middle [of the cloth] into a casket placed underneath.
The hole in the cloth and the casket were necessary, it was claimed, because some toads resented giving up the stone and would try to swallow it (38) . The Toadlstonies, which they so highly value, they make some trial thereof by a candenit or red hot Iroin applicl unto the hollowv and unpolished part thereof, whereuponi if they be true stonies that wvill not be apt to burn or afford a burnit oclour, which they may be apt to do, if contrived out of animal parts or the teeth of fishes (18) .
A modern view is that the true toad stone "is really the palatal tooth of a fossil fislh called Lepidotus, common in the oolitic and wealden strata of England" (62, 63 The tale of the toad stone slhows us how a medical superstition developed and ultimately faded. Engendered by an error, perpetuated by a combination of scholastic authority and lhuman need for help and reassurance, and nourished by fertile imaginations, the story flourislhed as long as it was believed.
